Come, brother, come to my mother's house! Stop a little at the door, let me show you my mother's house. You'll see in front of you the central pole. This shiny chair at the foot of the pole is my father's revered chair. All we do is cook dinner, we cook dinner and we don't have fires. Who's ever cooked standing up? And the stove has a lot of eyes. I don't know what eye to prick. How can I stab it? The thing roars like a male lion, it scares me! ... the coal stove! Your hand is always coal-dirty and all you touch is blackened; And your nails resemble the nails of a python. They cook the hair with hot iron and pull it hard so that it falls to the ground. They fry their hair in boiling oil as if it were locusts. And his hair sizzles. He ... the charm blooms and the wild white lilies are screaming. Bees and butterflies! 

They use powerful perfumes to overcome strange smells, how they relate to a pregnant coffin! And different scents are prepared to the smell of a lot of handkerchief, beautiful handkerchiefs of many colors. She ties one on his head, and he covers the rot inside; And as you walk along the path on both sides of the grass the charm blooms and the wild white lilies are screaming. Bees and butterflies!

The Rhythm on the Pumpkin Floor
Announce the girl! She is not annoyed. She will hit the ashes, then you will get exactly what you asked for! Your life will be perfectly safe with you!

And to recover, the goat must be slaughtered. Your mother's child is weak and does not mean when his energy lets him down. When he leaves the struggle for life, and gives up his breath, he must be called. He will be divine and tell the killer, the jealous one will be found!

And all the youth illnesses run after him as if he were a beautiful girl. So he has cough and dysentery and problems with throat and eye disease, and all the people are blind.

My husband despises me because I fear kite with flames in the anus. He says they destroy his beautifully polished floor with dirt in his feet. He cares little about his relatives either. Of his own mother, Ocol says she smokes some sickening tobacco, so soil his chairs and sheets. He says they destroy his beautifully polished floor with dirt in his feet.

Sculpting Yourself, To Start Thinking About Sculpting Yourself And What Shape and Size Should It Be? Where did he find them? How did he shape his hands before he had his hands?

My husband rejects me because I have no Christian name. They are primitive, he insists, and he is a progressive man.

Okol's wisdom. My husband despises me because I fear kite with flames in the anus.
Every tree from the Ituri Forest and blow up earthworms? When naked Luo, black sheep, took you for a walk and show you around my farm... When the tractor first snorted On these fields of my farm... Here, Africa's wildest bush is now garden green with wheat, barley, coffee... Look at this prize bull, Black, naked, on my farm. My love, The voice of a blind poet pierces this one, the arrow of his song Strikes a Woman like Lightning... The voice of a

Woman's Song Is the Mad Boasting of a Defeated General, Ten Thousand People Dead, Dying, The Rest Scattered; Let me see... let me kiss your dimples...

Okol says his brother is a liar and a big fool. He says you aren't just a donkey basket; Page 127 of 183

They shout and raise their hands not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can... useless conversations Tired of insults and lies. They are iodel and do ululation Not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can... useless conversations Tired of insults and lies. They are iodel and do ululation Not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can... useless conversations Tired of insults and lies. They are iodel and do ululation Not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can... useless conversations Tired of insults and lies. They are iodel and do ululation Not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can... useless conversations Tired of insults and lies. They are iodel and do ululation Not because that they understand they yodel so that their voices can...
Footnote 10 Pagak is a place without return, the estate of death. It is also the name of the ghost that causes tuberculosis of the spine, hence the "Hunchback." Footnote 8 Jackcon : Jackson Parasico : Francis Tomcon : Thompson Guglielmo : William Irico : Eric

Footnote 5 Odure is a nickname for little boys who like to sit in the house... Footnote 6 Is the Rain Priest who presides during the rain ceremony. It is also the name of the ghost that causes... Footnote 3 Lawala is a hunting game. Cooro is a reddish-brown bird that is almost identical to poultry. When he opens his wings lightning flashes and thunder is called...
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